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CRIMSAFE

BI-FOLD SECURITY DOORS

PROTECT YOUR HOME
Keep your home secure with Crimsafe, manufactured and installed by Wynstan, your local
authorised licensee. Crimsafe Bi-fold Doors feature Crimsafe’s patented security mesh clamp
system and cannot be cut, kicked down or pried open. Crimsafe Bi-fold Doors can be hinged,
folding or bifold, meaning there is Crimsafe solution for almost any doorway.

PRODUCT FACT SHEET

www.wynstan.com.au

TECHNICAL
INFORMATION

TRIPLE LOCK
All Crimsafe Bi-fold Doors come fitted with a triple
lock, which is crafted from stainless steel for superior
strength and meets all Australian quality standards.

MESH
Crimsafe Bi-fold Security Doors feature Crimsafe
Tensile-Tuff® Security Mesh, which is made of
304 Grade Stainless Steel. This mesh consists
of strands that are 0.9mm thick, while most other
similar products use strands which are 0.8mm thick.
This difference is not visible, but makes Crimsafe
mesh 26.5% thicker at a cross section, making it
much stronger than other meshes.

CLAMP SYSTEM
Crimsafe Bi-fold Security Doors feature a patented
Security Mesh Clamp System. While inferior products
simply glue or wedge mesh into a frame, Crimsafe

MIDRAILS
For extra security, mid-rails can come standard
with your Crimsafe Bi-fold Doors. Mid-rails may help
strengthen the resistance of your door’s lock against
a jemmy attack and protect the hinges by reducing
an intruder’s ability to lever it from the wall.

COLOUR
Crimsafe Bi-fold Doors are available in various
different colours, ranging from shades of white
and grey, to brown and blue. Various woodgrain
tones are also available, and offer a look that is
impressively realistic.

sandwiches Tensile-Tuff® Security mesh between
two serrated pieces of aluminium, and then screws
this mesh into place. This results in a strong, vice-like
grip which has a much stronger tolerance to force
than many competing products.

BENEFITS
EXCELLENT SECURITY
Crimsafe are the world leaders in
home security.

STREAMLINED
Crimsafe doors offer a sleek design
and contemporary style.

AIRFLOW
Crimsafe doors provide excellent security
as well as stopping flies, but
still allow air to flow into your home.
Cross section of mesh and frame

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Crimsafe Bi-fold Security Doors come
with 10 Year standard Warranty.

Book your

FREE in-home consultation today

1300 667 679

